
EVENTS
With more than 385sqm of socialising space and unobstructed sea views, your next event will be the talk of the town at 
Hyde Paradiso, located on Level 2 of iconic Peppers Soul, Surfers Paradise. Personalise the occasion with your choice 
of artful cocktails courtesy of Australia’s most awarded Bartender Tim Phillips and mouth-watering Mediterranean 
bites. Whether an intimate affair or grand festivity, Hyde Paradiso’s chic design and lively atmosphere crafts the perfect 
backdrop for your celebration.
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LEVEL 2, 8 THE ESPLANADE, SURFERS PARADISE



HYDE THE BRIDE
A hen’s celebration with the utmost taste and class. Gather the girls for 
an enviable night (or day) of unpredictability alongside stunning shores.

Hyde the Bride inclusions:

•   Priority entry to Hyde Paradiso
•   A reserved ocean view table
•    One complimentary bottle of champagne (minimum of 6 guests), 
     served the Hyde way
•   Complimentary Hyde merchandise 

HYDE EXCLUSIVES

PRIVATE CELEBRATIONS

BOTTOMLESS BRUNCH
The ultimate boozy brunch that lasts well into the afternoon. Hyde’s 
signature brunch celebrations are complete with Mediterranean bites 
and bottomless drinks (RSA applies). Settle in for an afternoon of 
endless socialising in the ocean breeze every Saturday and Sunday. 
Resident DJs play Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays.

HAUS OF HYDE
Lively music tempts chic sunset chasers to socialize a little longer. 
Overindulge with friends sipping oversize cocktails and listening 
to resident DJs spinning toe-tapping tunes. #HausofHyde, the only 
place to prolong the weekend in style. Friday nights, Saturday nights, 
Sunday afternoons.

HYDEAWAY SGROPPINO ROOM 
Take the celebrations to your secluded sanctuary in the Hydeaway 
Sgroppino Room. Designed for intimate events of up to 12 partygoers 
(for sit down) or 25 for cocktail, you’ll still be a part of Hyde’s lively 
ambience, with glass windows lining the perimeter of the room. With 
the luxury of your private butler and the room’s exclusive Sgroppino bar, 
your secretive get-together will be full of unexpected delights.

Get in contact  and we’ l l  share detai ls  of  our event  menus and special  packages.

Level  2,  Peppers Soul

8 The Esplanade,  Sur fers Paradise 4217

+61 5635 5710 |  events@hydeparadiso.com

hydeparadiso.com

GRAND GATHERINGS
With seaside event space for up to 180 guests, the bigger the crowd, 
the better the atmosphere at Hyde Paradiso. From lively corporate 
functions, to enviable birthday celebrations or larger affairs, your next 
occasion will be sophisticated and effortless.  


